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ABSTRACT
As memory capacity scales, traditional cache and memory hierarchy designs are facing increasingly difficult challenges in ensuring high reliability with low storage and performance cost. Recent developments in 3D die-stacked DRAM caches and nonvolatile memories (NVRAMs) introduce promising opportunities in tackling the reliability, performance, and capacity challenges, due to the diverse reliability characteristics of the technologies. However, simply replacing DRAM with NVRAM does not solve the reliability issues of the memory system, as conventional memory system designs maintain separate reliability schemes across caches and main memory. Our goal in this paper is to enable a reliable and high-performance memory hierarchy design, as memory capacity scales. To this end, we propose Binary Star, which coordinates the reliability schemes and consistent cache writeback between 3D-stacked DRAM last-level cache and NVRAM main memory to maintain the reliability of the cache and the memory hierarchy. Binary Star significantly reduces the performance and storage overhead of consistent cache writeback while coordinating it with NVRAM wear leveling. As a result, Binary Star is much more reliable and offers better performance than state-of-the-art memory systems with error correction. On a set of memory-intensive workloads, we show that Binary Star reduces memory failures in time (FIT) by 92.9\% compared to state-of-the-art error correction schemes, while retaining 99\% of the performance of a conventional DRAM design that provides no error correction.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Modern cloud servers adopt increasingly larger main memory and last-level caches (LLC) to accommodate the large working set of various in-memory computing [83, 85], big-data analytics [4, 73], deep learning [82], and server virtualization [4] applications. The memory capacity demand requires further process technology scaling of traditional DRAMs, e.g., to sub-20nm technology nodes [8, 53]. Yet, such aggressive technology scaling imposes substantial challenges in maintaining reliable and high-performance memory system operation due to two main reasons. First, resilience schemes to maintain memory reliability can impose high-performance overhead in future memory systems. Future sub-20nm DRAMs require stronger resilience techniques, such as in-DRAM error correction codes (IECC) [8, 34, 58, 62, 64, 67] and rank-level error correction codes (RECC) [46, 48, 73], compared to current commodity DRAMs. Figure 1 shows that such error correction code (ECC) schemes impose significant performance overhead to the memory hierarchy that employs sub-20nm DRAM as main memory. Second, even with strong resilience schemes, future memory systems do not appear to be as reliable as the state-of-the-art. In fact, due to increased bit error rates (BERs), even when we combine RECC and IECC, sub-20nm-DRAM-based memory systems with 3D-stacked DRAM LLC can have lower reliability than a 28nm-DRAM-based memory system that employs only RECC [8], as seen in Figure 1 (when comparing the triangle and the circle).

Figure 1: Reliability and throughput of various LLC and main memory hierarchy configurations normalized to 28nm DRAM with RECC. We define “reliability” as the reciprocal of device failures in time (FIT) [8, 79], i.e., 1/FIT. Reliability data is based on a recent study [8]. Throughput is measured using the benchmarks and system configurations described in Section 5. SRAM caches, which are less critical to scalability are kept constant across systems.

To address the DRAM technology scaling challenges, next-generation servers will adopt various new memory technologies. For example, Intel’s next-generation Xeon servers and Lenovo’s ThinkSystem SD650 servers support Optane DC PM [27, 29], which...
demonstrates the practical use of large-capacity nonvolatile memories (NVRAMs) in servers. Intel’s Knights Landing Xeon Phi server processors integrate up to 16GB multi-channel DRAM (MC-DRAM) [26], which is a type of 3D-stacked DRAM.\(^1\) used as the LLC. 3D DRAM and NVRAM promise much larger capacity than commodity SRAM-based caches and DRAM-based main memory, respectively.

However, reliability and performance issues remain. For example, compared with a 28nm DRAM (represented by the circle in Figure 1), a sub-20nm DRAM (the cross in the figure) has both worse performance and reliability. When 3D DRAM LLC is used, the sub-20nm 3D-DRAM-cached DRAM (represented by the triangle in Figure 1) outperforms the sub-20nm DRAM (the cross in the figure), but suffers from degraded reliability. We make similar observations when we compare the 28nm 3D-DRAM-cached DRAM (the diamond in Figure 1) and the 28nm DRAM (the circle in the figure).

Most NVRAM technologies are less vulnerable to soft errors than DRAM [2, 76]. However, many of these technologies have much lower endurance compared to DRAM [42, 74]. As a result, most NVRAM-based main memory needs to adopt hard error protection techniques, imposing both performance and storage overheads compared to DRAM-based main memory [3, 74, 81]. NVRAM also enables persistent memory techniques [30, 66], which allows data structures stored in NVRAM to be recovered after system failures. However, the performance of persistent memory systems is degraded by the high performance and storage overheads of multiversioning and write-order control mechanisms (e.g., cache flushes and memory barriers) [30, 59, 84].

Our goal in this paper is to achieve both high reliability and high performance, when we scale the capacity of LLC and main memory using new 3D DRAM and NVRAM technologies. To achieve our goal, we propose Binary Star,\(^2\) a coordinated memory hierarchy reliability scheme, which consists of 1) coordinated reliability mechanisms between 3D DRAM LLC and NVRAM (Section 3.1), and 2) NVRAM wear leveling with consistent cache writeback (Section 3.2). The key insight of our design is that traditional memory hierarchy designs typically strive to separately optimize the reliability of LLCs and main memory with decoupled reliability schemes, yet coordinating reliability schemes across the LLC and main memory enhances the reliability of the overall memory hierarchy, while at the same time reducing unnecessary ECC, multiversioning, and ordering control overheads that degrade performance. As illustrated in Figure 1, Binary Star (represented by a double star) achieves much better reliability than state-of-the-art resilience schemes with various LLC and main memory configurations. Even with a slower PCM as the main memory, Binary Star’s performance is comparable to the combination of 28nm DRAM main memory and 3D DRAM LLC. We show that Binary Star provides benefits across various types of workloads, including in-memory databases, in-memory key-value stores, online transaction processing, data mining, scientific computation, image processing, and video encoding (Section 6).

This paper makes the following key contributions:

- We identify the inefficiency of traditional reliability schemes that are decoupled and uncoordinated across the memory hierarchy (i.e., between the LLC and main memory).
- We propose “Binary Star”, the first coordinated reliability scheme across 3D DRAM LLC and NVRAM main memory. Our design leverages consistent cache writeback in NVRAM to recover errors in 3D DRAM LLC. The LLC requires only error detection to perform consistent cache writeback. This significantly reduces the performance and storage overhead of consistent cache writeback.
- We develop a new technique that coordinates our consistent cache writeback technique with NVRAM wear leveling to reduce the performance, storage, and hardware implementation overheads of memory reliability schemes.
- We develop a set of new software-hardware cooperative mechanisms to enable our design. Binary Star is transparent to the applications and thus requires no application code modification.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

Existing memory hierarchy designs typically strive to optimize the reliability of individual components (either caches or main memory) in the memory hierarchy [8, 53, 62]. These designs lead to decoupled and uncoordinated reliability across different memory hierarchy levels. As a result, existing designs suffer from high performance overhead and high hardware implementation cost. In this section, we motivate our coordinated reliability mechanism by first discussing the inefficiency of existing reliability schemes for DRAM in Section 2.1, 3D DRAM LLC in Section 2.2, and NVRAM in Section 2.3. Then, we illustrate issues with decoupled, uncoordinated reliability schemes in Section 2.4.

2.1 DRAM Main Memory

DRAM has been used as the major technology for implementing main memory. However, DRAM scaling to sub-20nm technology nodes introduces substantial reliability challenges [8, 37, 53, 54].

**DRAM errors.** DRAM errors can be roughly classified into transient errors and hard errors. Transient errors are caused by alpha particles and cosmic rays [24], as well as retention time fluctuations [34, 44, 65, 67, 86]. These transient errors are less likely to repeat and can be avoided after rewriting the corresponding erroneous bits. Hard errors are caused by physical defects or failures [48, 55, 79]. These hard errors repeatedly occur in the same memory cells due to permanent faults.

**Challenges with process scaling.** Process technology scaling can compromise DRAM reliability. Randomly distributed single-cell failure (SCF) is the primary source of device failures [79]. The frequency of SCF increases as DRAM cell size reduces, because as smaller transistors and capacitors are more vulnerable to process variation and manufacturing imperfections [8, 44]. Redundant rows and columns can be used to fix SCFs and keep DRAM device yield high [8]. Recent studies show that in-DRAM ECC (IECC), which integrates ECC engines inside the DRAM device, is a promising method to address DRAM reliability issues [8, 33, 64]. However, IECC leads to significant storage overhead in DRAM chips [8, 58, 62, 64]. Furthermore, IECC needs to be combined with RECC [8],

---

\(^1\)We use 3D DRAM and 3D-stacked DRAM interchangeably in this paper.

\(^2\)A “binary star” is a star system consisting of two stars orbiting around their common barycenter. Our coordinated memory hierarchy reliability design appears like a star system that consists of two “stars” — a 3D DRAM LLC and an NVRAM main memory.
to achieve reliability close to commodity DRAM [79], imposing substantial performance overhead (See Section 6).

2.2 3D DRAM Last Level Cache
Using large 3D DRAM as an LLC can accommodate the increasing working set size of server applications and reduce the performance overhead of capacity scaling. However, the Through Silicon Vias (TSVs) connecting the layers of 3D DRAM can increase the BER by introducing additional defects [32]. Previous studies adopt two-level error correction/detection schemes to improve 3D DRAM reliability [9, 47, 57, 77]. However, these usually require heavy hardware modifications and significant storage overhead.

2.3 NVRAM Main Memory
To tackle the scalability issues with DRAM technologies, NVRAM (e.g., PCM [42, 78], STT-RAM [41, 93], and RRAM [6]) introduces a new tier in the memory hierarchy, due to its promising scalable density and cost potential [16, 51, 80]. Many data center server software and hardware suppliers are adopting NVRAMs in their next-generation designs. Examples include Intel’s Optane DC PM [29], Microsoft’s storage class class memory support in Windows OS and in-memory databases [11, 18], Red Hat’s persistent memory support in the Linux kernel [52], and Mellanox’s persistent memory support over the network fabric [15].

NVRAM errors. Similar to DRAM, NVRAM is also susceptible to transient and hard errors. However, the sources of these errors are different from DRAM. Alpha particles and cosmic rays are less of an issue with NVRAM. Instead, NVRAM transient errors are largely caused by resistance drift [76]. In fact, resistance drift can dominate bit errors in MLC NVRAMs (e.g., MLC PCM [2]). Resistance drift is a less critical issue with SLC NVRAMs, as it can be addressed by infrequent scrubbing (e.g., every several seconds) [2, 76]. NVRAM hard errors are often caused by limited endurance. For example, PCM cells can wear out after $10^7$–$10^9$ write cycles [42, 91]. Certain NVRAM technologies, such as certain types of PCM, may have much lower transient BER compared to DRAM before the cells wear out [10, 91].

To mitigate transient and hard errors, previous works propose techniques to reduce LLC NVRAM BER at low performance and storage overheads [2, 76, 90]. SLC NVRAM main memory can be effectively protected using existing ECC mechanisms, as done in state-of-the-art DRAM [10, 76]. In addition to ECC, scrubbing can be used to address NVRAM transient errors (resistance drift) [2, 76]. To mitigate hard errors caused by endurance issues, previous studies adopt wear leveling [42, 69, 94], which scatters NVRAM accesses across the whole device to ensure that all bits in the device wear out in a balanced manner. Hard errors (bits that are already worn out) can be remapped [3, 81], which disables the faulty bits, redirecting accesses to alternative physical locations in the memory.

2.4 Issues with Decoupled Reliability
A modern system that employs a large 3D DRAM as LLC and a high-capacity NVRAM as main memory typically utilizes two separate uncoordinated reliability schemes for DRAM and NVRAM [3, 21, 77, 81]. The key issue with such decoupled reliability across the LLC and main memory is redundant protection across the memory hierarchy: the same piece of data can be repeatedly (and unnecessarily) protected multiple times. Figure 2 (a) shows an example. A clean cache line $A_c$ is protected by ECCs in both 3D DRAM LLC and main memory (represented by $A_c$ and $A_m$, respectively). In fact, as shown in Figure 2 (b) (our methodology, system, and workload configurations are described in Section 5), a large portion of the 3D DRAM LLC lines are clean throughout execution time (after warm-up) with an identical copy sitting in main memory, and both copies are protected with ECCs. In this case, carefully enforcing the reliability of only one of the data copies is sufficient. For instance, without ECC in LLC, we can simply invalidate a clean LLC line $A_c$ in case it has a transient error; the error will be naturally recovered by servicing a cache miss to $A$ with an ECC-protected copy $A_m$ from main memory. As such, the LLC only needs to detect whether or not $A_c$ has an error. However, it is challenging to fully exploit the coordination between cache and main memory. For example, what if cache line $A_c$ is dirty? Once $A_c$ has errors, we lose the new value of that cache line because the copy in memory ($A_m$) does not have the up-to-date value. Even if $A_c$ is not dirty, $A_c$ with $A_m$ can lead to inconsistent data structures in the program: $A_c$ may belong to a data structure comprising multiple cache lines. If we load the old value $A_m$ to recover the LLC line, the data structure will become inconsistent: the old value of $A_m$ will be inconsistent with new values of other dirty LLC lines that belong to the same data structure. Section 3 discusses our solution to the reliability and consistency problems of both clean and dirty LLC lines.

While there are several prior works that handle some SRAM cache and DRAM main memory reliability issues together [36, 87, 88], these are not desirable for the combination of 3D DRAM and NVRAM. On the one hand, these works are hard to scale to the 3D DRAM size. On the other hand, because these designs require frequently clearing dirty cache lines [36, 87] or off-loading SRAM cache ECC to the main memory [87, 88], these mechanisms further consume NVRAM’s short endurance and low bandwidth.

Instead of coordinating the reliability schemes of caches and main memory, persistent memory designs enhance the reliability of the main memory when a system completely loses data in caches due to a system crash or power failure [38, 92]. Persistent memory allows data in NVRAM to be accessed via load/store instructions like traditional main memory, yet recoverable across system reboots [12,
As shown in Figure 2 (a), persistent memory systems typically maintain an additional copy of data (e.g., \(A_p\) that can be a log entry or a checkpoint), which is used to recover original data (\(A_m\)) in NVRAM main memory if needed after a system crash. This process can be done through controlled data versioning (e.g., by logging [84] or shadow paging [12]), or via write-ordering (e.g., by cache flushes and memory barriers [12]). However, relying on persistent memory mechanisms for error recovery purposes has at least two major disadvantages: first, all these techniques require code modifications, which require significant software engineering effort [70]; second, applications with no persistence requirements suffer from substantial performance and storage overheads in main memory access [30, 70, 84].

In summary, we need to address the overhead and scalability issues with (i) the decoupled reliability schemes across caches and main memory in state-of-the-art memory systems that combine 3D DRAM and NVRAM, and (ii) the challenges of exploiting persistent memory techniques in order to efficiently maintain the reliability of memory hierarchy. Our goal in this paper is to design a comprehensive coordinated memory hierarchy reliability scheme that is efficient and effective for memory hierarchies that combine multiple technologies.

3 BINAR Y STAR DESIGN

To address the aforementioned reliability challenges, we propose Binary Star. Binary Star 1) coordinates reliability schemes across 3D DRAM LLC and NVRAM main memory, and 2) uses an efficient hardware-based 3D DRAM LLC error correction and a software-based error recovery mechanism.

3D DRAM LLC and NVRAM technologies allow the memory hierarchy to continue to scale in a cost-efficient manner. Figure 3 shows our basic architectural configuration. We assume that higher-level caches are SRAM. The LLC in the processor is a 3D DRAM. We use SLC PCM, which is a well-understood NVRAM technology, as a representative for NVRAM main memory to make our design and evaluation concrete. Our design principles can be applied to various NVRAM technologies. In this section, we describe our design principles and mechanisms, using Figure 4 to illustrate them. We leave the description of the implementation of our mechanisms to Section 4.

3.1 Coordinated Reliability Scheme

Our coordinated reliability scheme strives to optimize the reliability of the 3D DRAM LLC and NVRAM hierarchy as a whole, instead of separately optimizing the reliability of individual components at different hierarchy levels, at low performance and storage cost. Our scheme is enabled by the following key observation:

**Observation 1:** Errors in the LLC can be corrected by consistent data copies in NVRAM main memory.

The data stored in the LLC is a subset of the data in main memory. Therefore, as long as the main memory maintains a consistent data copy at a known point in time, errors in the corresponding LLC line can be corrected (or ignored) using the consistent data copy in memory. This observation makes error correction codes in the LLC unnecessary. Instead, Binary Star coordinates 3D DRAM LLC and NVRAM reliability in the following manner: the LLC adopts only cyclic redundancy check (CRC) codes [39] to ensure errors can be detected; NVRAM maintains consistent data copies that can be used to correct (or avoid) the detected errors in the LLC. While it is straightforward to implement CRC in the LLC, maintaining consistent data in NVRAM for error recovery purposes is complicated for two reasons. First, storing and updating multiple versions of data can incur significant storage and performance overhead [70, 92]. Second, LLC writebacks can corrupt consistent versions of data in NVRAM: For example, a data structure update in NVRAM main memory if needed after a system crash. This checkpointed consistent data in NVRAM stays intact in NVRAM until the end of the next forced writeback period. This checkpointed consistent data in NVRAM can be used to recover from LLC errors detected by the CRC between two consecutive forced writeback periods. In our evaluation, we perform detailed sensitivity studies (Section 6.3) and
To maintain consistency of the checkpointed data between two forced writeback periods, we propose a consistent cache writeback mechanism as shown in Figure 4 (b). This mechanism redirects natural LLC writes to NVRAM locations that are different from the locations of the checkpointed data, so that checkpointed data stays consistent.

**Application Transparency.** Maintaining data consistency through persistent memory typically requires support for (i) a programming interface (e.g., transactional interface), (ii) multi-versioning (e.g., logging or copy-on-write), and (iii) write-order control (e.g., cache flushes and memory barriers). These can impose non-trivial performance and implementation overheads on top of a traditional memory hierarchy [59, 66, 84]. Furthermore, persistent memory systems need to redirect data upon each persistent data commit [59, 66, 84]. Our design does not impose large overheads due to three major reasons. First, the granularity of our consistent cache writeback mechanism is only one cache line. Therefore, we do not require a transactional interface to the application to determine the commit granularity. Second, our consistent cache writeback mechanism is used to update the application’s working data, rather than the checkpointed consistent data. Therefore, we do not need to enforce write-order control of consistent cache writeback. Finally, our design only needs to ensure that natural LLC writebacks do not overwrite the original, i.e., checkpointed copy of consistent data, which is reserved to be used to correct errors in LLC. As such, we do not redirect each natural LLC writeback to a new NVRAM location. Rather, in our technique, the LLC writebacks to the same data block can repetitively overwrite the same NVRAM block that is outside of the checkpointed consistent data. As shown in Figure 4 (b), the up-to-date version (e.g., cache lines $a''$ and $b$) in NVRAM is visible to applications, while the checkpointed consistent version (e.g., the original data $a$) is hidden from applications.

3.2 Coordinating Wear Leveling and Consistent Cache Writeback

Our consistent cache writeback mechanism requires redirecting a natural LLC writeback to an NVRAM location that is different from the location of the checkpointed data. However, doing so with a traditional memory system design would introduce extra effort to (i) maintain address remapping with metadata and free data block management and (ii) manage alternative memory regions to store redirected natural LLC writebacks. These can impose substantial performance and NVRAM storage overheads. Instead of explicitly maintaining data consistency for each cache writeback, Binary Star leverages the remapping techniques that are already employed by existing NVRAM wear leveling mechanisms. Our method redirects the natural LLC writes to memory locations different from the checkpointed data locations during consistent cache writeback. We make the following key observation:

**Observation 2:** NVRAM wear leveling naturally redirects and maintains the remapping of data updates to alternative memory locations.

Note that it is difficult to leverage NVRAM wear leveling with regular persistent data commits on a system with persistent memory. To provide crash consistency, persistent memory systems typically require each data commit to be redirected to a new location, e.g., a new log entry [84], a newly allocated shadow copy [12], a new checkpoint [70], or a new version managed by hardware [70, 92]. However, NVRAM wear leveling redirects data updates only when the original physical memory location is repeatedly overwritten for a given number of times [94]. Therefore, the remapping of data typically happens infrequently. If we would like to exploit wear leveling to provide consistency in persistent memory, wear leveling needs to be synchronized with each persistent data commit. This likely imposes a substantial performance overhead because it leads to prohibitively frequent data remapping and metadata updates.

In contrast, Binary Star’s consistent cache writeback mechanism can effectively take advantage of existing NVRAM wear leveling mechanisms. During the interval between two consecutive occurrences of periodic forced writeback, Binary Star’s consistent cache writeback mechanism needs to redirect NVRAM updates of each data block only once. After the first update to the consistent data block is redirected due to a natural LLC writeback (e.g., the update of cache line $a''$, which is overwritten by the later update $a'''$, as shown...
in Figure 4 (b)), subsequent natural LLC writebacks of the same data block can repeatedly overwrite the same redirected data location (e.g., the updated version $a''$, as shown in Figure 4 (b)). Therefore, Binary Star does not need to synchronize wearing levels with each consistent cache writeback. Instead, Binary Star must trigger one single extra data remapping via the wear leveling mechanism at only the first update to a consistent data block; wearing levels can operate as is during the rest of the execution.

By coordinating wearing levels with consistent data writeback, Binary Star enables better utilization of wearing levels. Traditional NVRAM wear leveling remaps data of frequently accessed NVRAM blocks to infrequently accessed blocks [94], without being explicitly aware of the consistency of data. Our design exploits this remapping capability by exposing data consistency to the wearing levels, such that we can guarantee data consistency by using the data remapping capability of wearing levels (as illustrated in Figure 4 (b)). In particular, we coordinate NVRAM wear leveling with our consistent cache writeback mechanism in the following manner:

- **Binary Star-triggered wearing levels:** When the memory controller receives an LLC writeback (either a natural LLC writeback or a periodic forced writeback) to a checkpointed consistent data block, Binary Star actively triggers wearing levels to remap the LLC writeback to another NVRAM block. Such remapped updates, along with the original blocks in the current checkpointed consistent data, form the next checkpoint of consistent data. As a result, Binary Star ensures that the current version of the checkpointed consistent data block remains intact.

- **Natural wearing levels:** During the rest of the time, wearing levels can operate as is. Note that Binary Star does not prevent natural wearing levels from remapping the checkpointed consistent data blocks. In case a checkpointed consistent data block is remapped, Binary Star simply updates the metadata to reflect the new location of the block (Section 4).

- **NVRAM updates without remapping:** NVRAM wear leveling is performed periodically [94]. During the interval when wearing levels is not performed, natural LLC writes back to the blocks outside of the checkpointed consistent data blocks can directly overwrite the same location.

3.3 3D DRAM LLC Error Correction and Error Recovery

Our 3D DRAM LLC uses CRC codes that can only detect errors. Binary Star recovers from them using the copies of cache lines that are in the NVRAM main memory. Based on our coordinated reliability scheme, there can be two types of data copies in NVRAM for a given block: 1) the checkpointed consistent copy, which is generated by periodic forced rewriteback and which contains the consistent data, and 2) the latest updated copy that is managed by Binary Star-triggered wearing levels. Once CRC detects an error in a given 3D DRAM LLC cache line during an access to the 3D DRAM LLC, Binary Star performs error correction and recovery via the following steps that we also illustrate in Figure 4 (c): First, the LLC controller reads the dirty bit of the erroneous cache line.

If the LLC line is clean, Binary Star performs error correction in hardware as follows: 1) the LLC controller invalidates the cache line, 2) the corresponding LLC access turns into an LLC miss, which is serviced as a natural LLC miss without any hardware modifications. The LLC miss generates an access to the corresponding most recently updated data block in the NVRAM. The corresponding data block could reside in either the checkpointed consistent data block or the remapped data block.

If the LLC line is dirty, Binary Star determines that it is an uncorrectable error. If such an error is detected, Binary Star triggers error recovery through the system software by 1) reverting the memory state to the checkpointed consistent version of application data, and 2) rolling back the application to execute from the checkpoint.

3.4 Putting it All Together: An Example

With these design components, we demonstrate a simple example to show the detailed operation of Binary Star when running an unmodified application. Figure 5 depicts an example of four cases (a) to (d) that a running application may encounter when our proposed mechanisms are employed. These four cases are software and hardware operations that conduct consistent cache writeback (a) and periodic forced writeback (b) during normal execution, as well as handling of correctable errors (c) and handling of uncorrectable errors (d), when an error is detected.

- **Binary Star hardware conducts consistent cache writeback during normal application execution** (a). Consistent cache writeback is transparent and asynchronous to the application. When the LLC has to evict a cache line, the memory controller identifies if the cache line belongs to a consistent block (1). The cache line is directly written into NVRAM if it belongs to an inconsistent block, otherwise the wearing levels remaps the consistent block to a new block and writes the cache line into it (2). Section 4.2 provides the details.

- **Binary Star daemon conducts periodic forced writeback** (bclwb). The daemon stalls the application (1), saves the process state, and executes the **Binary Star cache line writeback (bclwb)** instruction, which enables the memory controller to write back all dirty cache lines to main memory without invalidation and mark the corresponding NVRAM data blocks as consistent (2). This procedure creates a new checkpoint and invalidates the previous one. The daemon resumes application execution once the periodic forced writeback finishes (3).

- A correctable error (c), i.e., an error in a clean LLC line, is transparent to the software. Hardware detects and corrects these errors: **memory controller** detects the error using CRC (1), reads the dirty bit and identifies that this is a correctable error (2), invalidates the LLC line (3), and issues a cache miss to retrieve the correct copy of the cache line from NVRAM (4).

- An uncorrectable error, i.e., an error in a dirty LLC line, requires software and hardware operations to recover the LLC line (d). **LLC controller** detects the error using CRC (1), reads the dirty bit and identifies that this is an uncorrectable error (2), and sends a signal to the Binary Star daemon (3). The daemon stalls the application and triggers the rollback procedure (4). The daemon uses the **Binary Star data reset (drst)** instruction to reclaim the previously checkpointed consistent data blocks (i.e., the checkpoint) in NVRAM (5). The whole procedure rolls the memory hierarchy back to the consistent checkpoint state and resumes normal application execution (6).
4 IMPLEMENTATION

This section discusses our Binary Star implementation, including modifications we make to the 3D DRAM LLC, the memory controller and the system software.

4.1 3D DRAM LLC Modification

We replace the ECC in 3D DRAM LLC with a 32-bit CRC (CRC-32) [39] for each 64B LLC line. This design allows Binary Star to detect up to eight-bit errors as well as a portion of nine or more bit errors, and all burst errors up to 32 bits long [39]. Binary Star also modifies the finite state machine in the LLC controller to support the steps required to handle LLC error detection, correction, and rollback as listed in Section 3.3.

4.2 Memory Controller Modifications

Binary Star modifies the state-of-the-art area- and performance-efficient Segment Swap design [94] for NVRAM wear leveling. Segment Swap counts the number of writes to each segment, and periodically swaps a hot segment with a cold segment.4

Modifications to the wear leveling mechanism. To coordinate the NVRAM wear leveling mechanism with our consistent cache writeback mechanism, we modify Segment Swap [94] design as shown in Figure 6. In the original design, the mapping table maps a “virtual” segment to a “physical” segment. In our design, we maintain a set of metadata with each segment that includes 1) a consistent bit that indicates whether the segment belongs to the consistent checkpoint, 2) a free bit that indicates whether the segment is free, and 3) a segment number that identifies the segment that stores the corresponding checkpointed consistent data. The metadata is stored in a reserved NVRAM space similar to previous works [69, 94]. During periodic forced writeback, the memory controller uses the segment numbers to release each segment belonging to the previous checkpointed consistent data (e.g., segment A 1 in Figure 6) by resetting the free bit and adding them to the free list. After all dirty cache lines are written back, the memory controller also marks the current inconsistent segment as consistent (segment A’ 2) and deletes the stored segment number. During consistent cache writeback, NVRAM wear leveling performs remapping by selecting a free segment, copying data from the consistent segment

4 Segment is the granularity of wear leveling. In this paper, we set the segment size to be one Mbyte, similarly to the original design [94].

Modification to NVRAM write control. We modify the memory controller’s wear leveling control logic to enable our consistent cache writeback mechanism (Section 3.2). When the memory controller performs a cache writeback, the wear leveling control logic reads the consistent bit in the metadata space of NVRAM to determine the consistency state of a segment that the cache line belongs to. If the cache line belongs to an inconsistent segment, the controller directly writes data into NVRAM. If the cache line belongs to a consistent segment, the segment is remapped via the wear leveling mechanism. In this case, the controller selects a free segment from the free list. The free list keeps track of all the free segments’ numbers and is stored in the memory controller. The writeback data, along with the original data in the old segment, is moved to the new free segment. The memory controller also changes the entry in the mapping table to the new segment [94].

New instructions. To coordinate between the memory controller and the system software, we add two instructions to 1) support periodic forced writeback, and 2) retrieve and roll back to checkpointed consistent data.

The first instruction is called the Binary Star cache line writeback instruction (bclwb). Binary Star leverages the bclwb instruction to write back all dirty cache lines. Similar to an existing cache line writeback instruction (clwb) [38], bclwb allows Binary Star to write back each dirty cache line to NVRAM without invalidating the cache line. The clwb instruction not only performs the same cache line writeback functionality as clwb, but also triggers the memory controller to modify wear leveling metadata to guarantee consistency. During the execution of a bclwb instruction, after data writeback, the memory controller marks the current segment as consistent. The memory controller also tracks the old segment with...
the segment number, frees it by setting the free bit, and adding it to the free list.

The second instruction is called the Binary Star data reset instruction (drst) and is used to retrieve checkpointed consistent data. drst has only one operand: memory address. drst is used for handling error-triggered rollback. When the memory controller receives a drst command, the memory controller checks the consistent bit of the associated segment’s memory address to see whether or not the segment is consistent. The memory controller does nothing if the segment is consistent. Otherwise, the memory controller finds the corresponding consistent segment using the stored consistent segment number. The memory controller then invalidates the current segment by setting the free bit, and adding the segment number to the free list.

Reducing latency by controlling NVRAM writebacks. Because the latency of Binary Star-triggered wear leveling can degrade the performance of a latency-critical application, Binary Star provides two optional optimizations. First, when the NVRAM bus is idle, Binary Star allows the memory controller to issue preemptive consistent cache writeback to remap a consistent segment in advance. Second, when read requests are delayed by the writebacks, Binary Star allows the memory controller to postpone LLC writebacks, which has been shown to provide performance benefits in a previous study [68].

NVRAM over-provisioning. NVRAM preserves a certain amount of physical space specifically for wear leveling purposes [28]. Over-provisioned space guarantees that wear leveling can always find a free segment when the logical space is full. To ensure that Binary Star-triggered wear leveling always finds a free segment, this over-provisioned space has to be large enough to provide a sufficient number of free segments. Our experiments (Section 3.2) show that 10% extra space for over-provisioning is sufficient to accommodate a 30-minute periodic forced writeback interval with all of our benchmarks.

4.3 System Software Modifications

We implement software support as part of the operating system to leverage the hardware support.

Binary Star daemon. We develop a Binary Star daemon, which is in charge of periodic forced writeback and rollback. Because the periodic forced writeback and rollback are infrequent operations, we assume a single daemon can manage all processes on a Binary Star enabled machine. Figure 7 shows the state machine of the daemon. Binary Star daemon can be implemented as a kernel loadable module.

The Binary Star daemon operates in normal mode until either 1) the periodic forced writeback interval is reached, or 2) a memory error signal is received. To determine if the periodic forced writeback interval is reached, we use a simple timer, which consumes minimal CPU resources. When the timer reaches a pre-defined time interval, the daemon sends interrupt signals to stall all the running processes and starts the periodic forced writeback procedure.

The periodic forced writeback procedure consists of five steps. First, the daemon sends an interrupt to each of the executing processes and stalls them. Second, a copy of each process control block (PCB) is flushed into the memory, so that the process can be restored. Each PCB contains process-related state, such as process ID, stack, and page table. Instead of introducing extra implementation cost, Binary Star leverages the PCB state to rollback a process to the previously written-back checkpoint in the same way as existing designs [60]. Third, the daemon flushes all the dirty caches lines (including SRAM and 3D DRAM caches) to the memory, by using the bclwb instruction. Fourth, when all cache line writebacks are completed, the daemon resumes all the stalled processes.

The second key task of the Binary Star daemon is to manage error-triggered rollback. When the daemon receives an unrecoverable memory error signal from the memory controller, it starts the rollback procedure. First, the daemon sends an interrupt to stall all executing processes. Second, the daemon identifies the error-affected processes, inspects page tables of each process and identifies the process that triggered the error. Third, the daemon retrieves all the PCB data, such that the affected processes’ PCBs are rolled back to the checkpointed PCBs. Fourth, the daemon retrieves the data of all error-affected processes. The daemon rolls back memory data by retrieving the old page table from the PCB and using the drst instruction to fetch previously checkpointed consistent data. The daemon also employs drst to free all the remapped inconsistent segments to avoid memory leakage. Finally, the daemon resumes the execution of all the processes.

4.4 Binary Star Overheads

Overhead in 3D DRAM Cache. The CRC-32 code requires 32 bits per 64-byte cache line, i.e., 6.25% storage overhead, which is 50% lower than the storage overhead of traditional ECC. The area and performance overheads of CRC encoding and decoding engines are similar to the existing ECC encoding and decoding engines.

Overhead in NVRAM. Our modification to NVRAM wear leveling requires three bytes per segment. With a 512GB NVRAM and a 1MB segment size, this introduces 0.0003% storage overhead. The free segment list takes 1.1875MB additional space at most. Because NVRAM typically over-provisions its capacity by roughly 10% to support wear leveling [28], our design reuses the over-provisioning space and, as such, avoids additional storage overhead.

Software overhead. For software support, Binary Star only requires a loadable module to the operating system. An application requires no modification to utilize Binary Star.

Overhead of periodic forced writeback and uncorrectable error-triggered rollback. We test periodic forced writeback and rollback using several workloads on an emulated NVRAM. Typically, the periodic forced writeback takes 50µs to 3.6 seconds. Because Binary Star rollback reuses data hidden by wear leveling and

Figure 7: State machine of the Binary Star software daemon.
avoids large amounts of data movement, the rollback takes only dozens of microseconds. The Binary Star daemon has negligible performance impact on the operating system and applications because of the low frequency of periodic forced writeback and the very small likelihood of error-triggered rollback (See Section 6.3).

## 5 EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

We evaluate both the performance and reliability of Binary Star by comparing it with four baseline memory configurations: 1) DRAM memory with 3D DRAM LLC (3D DRAM+DRAM), 2) DRAM memory without 3D DRAM LLC (DRAM), 3) PCM as main memory with 3D DRAM LLC (3D DRAM+PCM), and 4) PCM as main memory without 3D DRAM LLC (PCM).

For all four memory configurations, we use various state-of-the-art ECC mechanisms, which we describe below. With DRAM, we evaluate both 28nm and sub-20nm process technologies. We use Failures In Time (FIT) as our main reliability metric.

**Performance simulation.** We evaluate the performance of Binary Star modifications using McSimA+ [1], which is a Pin-based [45] cycle-level multi-core simulator. Our infrastructure models the row buffer as well as row buffer hits and row buffer misses. We use the FR-FCFS memory scheduling policy [71, 95] for Binary Star and all our baselines. We configure the simulator to model a multi-core out-of-order processor with 3D DRAM LLC and NVRAM DIMM (for Binary Star) as described in Table 1. The higher-level L1 and L2 caches are SRAM-based. We model the 3D DRAM LLC based on the HMC 2.1 specification [50]. We use PCF memory timing parameters [42] in our basic configuration for the NVRAM DIMM. We adopt the state-of-the-art NVRAM error protection design [81] in our evaluations.

**Reliability simulation and modeling.** We evaluate the reliability of our design using a combination of reliability simulation and theoretical calculation. We employ FaultSim [56], a configurable memory resilience simulator, to compare the reliability and storage overhead of various memory technologies and reliability schemes. To evaluate the error correction and recovery ability of Binary Star, we calculate the device failure rates using a method proposed in previous work [8]. A device failure occurs when one or more erroneous bits within any 64-bit line of a x8 device are uncorrectable after the corresponding ECC or correction/recovery mechanisms are applied. We calculate the device failure rate based on the error correction/recovery capability (the number of bits that can be corrected) of each mechanism given the number and distribution of single cell errors [8]. We assume that single cell errors are randomly distributed. We omit column, row, and connection faults for the same reasons discussed in previous studies [8]. We only consider errors that are found after device shipment time [8]. We evaluate various reliability schemes, including no-ECC, RECC only [75], combined RECC (rank-level ECC) and IECC (in-DRAM ECC) [8], combined Chipkill and IECC [8, 58], and Binary Star (which combines CRC-32 and our error correction and recovery techniques described in Section 4). For both reliability simulation and theoretical analysis, we adopt PCM and sub-20nm DRAM device reliability parameters published in previous works [8, 10, 56, 79]. We implement 3D DRAM Chipkill with multiple DRAM cubes. For a fair comparison, we use multiple DRAM cubes across all the reliability experiments. However, we note that Binary Star is applicable to both single-cube and multiple-cube 3D DRAM. Because 3D DRAM does not have ranks, RECC on 3D DRAM is the same as ECC on a single-cube as in various previous works [31, 57].

**Benchmarks.** We evaluate our design with various data-intensive workloads. Redis [7] and Memcached [19] are in-memory key-value store systems widely used in web applications. Our Redis benchmark has one million keys in total and simulates the case when Redis is used as an LRU cache; Our Memcached benchmark has 100K ops (read/write), with 5% write/update operations. TPC-C [14] is a popular on-line transaction processing (OLTP) benchmark; we run 400K transactions, mix of reads and updates (40%). YCSB [13] is an open-source specification and program suite for evaluating retrieval and maintenance capabilities of computer programs; we run eight million transactions, randomly performing inserts, updates, reads, and scans. MySQL [63] is one of the most widely used relational database management systems (RDBMSs), which is typically used in online transaction processing; we use a table of 10 million tuples and conduct complex OLTP operations (using sysbench [40]), including point, range, update, delete, and insert queries. We exercise these server workloads using four clients and scale the memory footprint. We also evaluate Binary Star with several memory-intensive benchmarks from the PARSEC 3.0 benchmark suite [5], including facesim, freemind, fluidanimate, vips, and x264. We configure the dataset to be the same as the capacity of our main memory configuration (512GB) on all the benchmarks.

We evaluate application performance using instruction throughput (instructions per cycle) for PARSEC 3.0 [5] benchmarks and operational throughput (the number of executed application-level operations, e.g., inserting or deleting data structure nodes, per second, not including logging) for all other benchmarks.

### 6 RESULTS

This section presents the results of our Binary Star evaluation. Section 6.1 shows Binary Star improves reliability over various error correction baselines. Section 6.2 shows the performance of Binary Star compared to multiple memory configurations. Section 6.3 presents a study of the impact of Binary Star’s periodic forced writeback interval on various metrics.

---

**Table 1: Evaluated processor and memory configurations.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processor</th>
<th>Cores</th>
<th>4 cores, 3.2 GHz, 2 threads/core, 22nm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IL1 Cache</td>
<td>32KB</td>
<td>per core, 8-way, 64B cache lines, 1.6ns latency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DL1 Cache</td>
<td>32KB</td>
<td>per core, 8-way, 64B cache lines, 1.6ns latency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 Cache</td>
<td>32MB</td>
<td>shared, 16-way, 64B cache lines, 4.4ns latency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLC</td>
<td>3D DRAM, 16 GB, CRC-32 (for Binary Star), tCAS-tRCD-tRP: 8-8-8, tRAS-tRC: 26-34 [50, 77]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Main Memory**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DRAM</th>
<th>512 GB DDR4-2133 timing, 2 128-bit channels, ECC schemes: non-ECC, RECC [75], combined RECC and IECC [8], combined Chipkill and IECC [8, 58]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PCM</td>
<td>512 GB and 52GB over-provisioning space, 36ns row-buffer hit, 100/300ns read/write row-buffer conflict [42], 2 channels, 128 bits per channel, Single error correction, double error detection (SECDED) + NVRAM remap [81]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.1 Reliability

Figure 8 shows the projected 3D DRAM device failure rates of different resilience schemes as the single cell bit error rate varies from $10^{-14}$ to $10^{-4}$. The x-axis represents the bit error rate (BER) of a single cell and the y-axis is the corresponding device failure rate. We make three major observations. First, for sub-20nm DRAM with $10^{-5}$ single cell bit error rate [8], Binary Star reduces the device failure rate by $10^{13}$ times compared to IECC with Chipkill [8] and by $10^{16}$ times compared to IECC with RECC [8]. Second, even when the sub-20nm single cell error rate is lower (i.e., $10^{-6}$), Binary Star still provides better reliability than other schemes: Binary Star reduces the device failure rate by $10^{16}$ times compared to IECC with Chipkill, and by $10^{22}$ times compared to IECC with RECC. These results indicate that Binary Star is effective for technologies that exhibit lower error rates than those projected in [8]. Third, compared to the commonly-employed RECC DRAM, Binary Star greatly lowers the device failure rate on both 28nm and sub-20nm technology nodes (i.e., at $10^{-10}$ and $10^{-15}$ single cell BERs). We conclude that Binary Star provides strong error protection on 3D DRAM LLCs, regardless of technology node and single cell error rate.

![Figure 8: Device failure rates of 3D DRAM for traditional RECC [81], RECC with IECC [8], Binary Star, and Chipkill with IECC [8, 58] vs. single cell bit error rate. Vertical lines represent 3D DRAM technology nodes (28nm and sub-20nm).](image)

Table 2 summarizes the FIT and storage cost of five state-of-the-art baselines and Binary Star. We show results when the device single cell BER is $10^{-6}$ (left) and $10^{-5}$ (right). We make three observations. First, Binary Star provides a clear advantage against all state-of-the-art baselines. Compared to IECC+Chipkill, which is the best IECC based scheme, Binary Star reduces FIT by 14.4x. Compared to the IECC+RECC protected sub-20nm DRAM system, Binary Star reduces FIT by 29.7x. Second, compared to the NVRAM based main memory system that uses RECC 3D DRAM cache and PCM, Binary Star experiences 58.5% fewer failures. Third, Binary Star incurs lower space overhead compared to all other state-of-the-art designs, with only 6.25% additional space in 3D DRAM and only 12.7% additional space in PCM, respectively. We conclude that Binary Star is the most efficient reliability mechanism for hybrid emerging technologies of 3D DRAM cache and NVRAM main memory.

Table 2: Comparison of the evaluated resilience schemes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>FIT</th>
<th>Storage cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DRAM</td>
<td>LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No-ECC [79] 28nm DRAM</td>
<td>44032-66150</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECC [72] 28nm DRAM</td>
<td>8806-13230</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IECC+RECC [8] sub-20nm 3D DRAM + DRAM</td>
<td>78211-117912</td>
<td>18.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IECC+Chipkill [8, 58] sub-20nm 3D DRAM + DRAM</td>
<td>37949-59518</td>
<td>18.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECC [72, 81] sub-20nm 3D DRAM + PCM</td>
<td>6352-9963</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary Star sub-20nm 3D DRAM + PCM</td>
<td>2637-3968</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2 Performance

Figure 9 shows the performance of three baseline memory configurations, all of which have no ECC, and Binary Star normalized to the baseline with 3D DRAM cache and DRAM main memory. We make two observations based on this data. First, Binary Star’s performance is very close to the baseline with 3D DRAM. Binary Star performs within 0.2% of a baseline with 3D DRAM and PCM. Binary Star also performs within 1% of the performance of the baseline with 3D DRAM cache and DRAM main memory. Second, we observe that using 3D DRAM as the LLC to PCM main memory improves performance by 10% over the PCM-only baseline. We observe that the performance improvements are significant on workloads that exhibit high LLC locality (e.g., memcached, facesim, vips and x264). In summary, we find that Binary Star provides comparable performance to the baseline with 3D DRAM cache and DRAM main memory but at significantly higher reliability.

![Figure 9: System performance of different memory configurations with no ECC and Binary Star. We normalize the throughput of each configuration to the throughput of 3D DRAM LLC with DRAM.](image)

Effect of NVRAM wear-out. To understand the effect of NVRAM wear-out-induced latency on performance, Figure 10 provides the performance of each workload with different NVRAM access latencies. In this experiment, we vary the latency of PCM to 0.5x, 1x, 2x and 4x of the default PCM latency provided in Table 1. All throughput values are normalized to the highest performance memory configuration (3D DRAM+PCM). As Figure 10 shows, Binary Star retains 99% of the performance of the baseline with a 0.5x latency.

6We include the CRC encoding and decoding performance overheads based on [8]. We normalize the throughput of each configuration to the throughput of 3D DRAM LLC with DRAM. We find that the error detection and recovery overheads are negligible compared to the CRC encoding and decoding overheads, because errors happen rarely (See Section 6.1).
PCM latency and its average performance degradation is only 3% with a 2x PCM access latency. In the unrealistic case where the PCM access latency is quadrupled (4x), the average performance degradation of Binary Star is only 5% lower than the baseline.

6.3 Impact of the Periodic Forced Writeback Interval

Binary Star’s periodic forced writeback interval is critical to throughput, number of rollbacks triggered by uncorrectable errors, NVRAM lifetime, and capacity.

**Throughput.** Figure 11 (a) shows the normalized system throughput of different workloads for six different periodic forced writeback intervals, ranging from one second to one hour. We normalize the throughput of each workload to the throughput of the same workload under the 3D DRAM LLC with DRAM configuration. We make two observations. First, throughput decreases when the interval decreases. As the periodic forced writeback interval decreases, both periodic forced writeback and consistent cache writeback happen more often and occupy more NVRAM bandwidth, leading to reduction in throughput. Second, the periodic forced writeback interval impacts the efficiency of consistent cache writeback. As the interval decreases, the locality of NVRAM access reduces such that Binary Star-triggered wear leveling happens more frequently. Therefore, Binary Star triggered wear leveling overlaps much less with endurance-triggered wear leveling, leading to throughput loss.

**Rollback Triggered by Uncorrectable Errors.** Figure 11 (b) shows the rollback rate for six different intervals. Rollback is triggered by uncorrectable errors that occur when accessing dirty cache lines in 3D DRAM. As such, the results also reflect the error rate on dirty cache lines. As the forced writeback interval decreases, dirty cache lines remain in LLC for less time. Therefore, the possibility of uncorrectable-error-triggered rollback reduces. When the interval decreases to one second, the likelihood of error-triggered rollback is < 10^-11. However, the throughput loss is too much in this case, as shown in Figure 11 (a). At a 1800-second (30-minute) periodic forced writeback interval, the rollback rate is 10^-9, which is close to the error rate of current DRAM without ECC.

**Endurance.** Figure 11 (c) shows the normalized number of NVRAM writes for six different periodic forced writeback intervals, normalized to the NVRAM writes in the 3D DRAM+PCM baseline for each benchmark. We make three observations. First, the number of writes increases drastically to 17.2x of the PCM-only baseline when the interval is only one second. Such a short interval leads to a low likelihood of rollback, but can cause up to 94% faster NVRAM wear-out due to the larger number of writes. Second, when the interval gets larger, the number of NVRAM writes gradually becomes close to that in the 3D DRAM+PCM baseline. Third, the increase in the interval length has diminishing benefit. We find that increasing the interval from 30 minutes to one hour only leads to a 10% reduction in the number of NVRAM writes, but forces applications to roll back consistent data from earlier in the past (up to one hour instead of up to 30 minutes) when an uncorrectable error happens, leading to high re-execution overheads.

**Lifetime impact of coordinated wear leveling.** We use the same methodology as previous work [90] to evaluate the NVRAM lifetime impact of our design. We determine the end of NVRAM lifetime as the time when NVRAM capacity drops below 90% of the original capacity (i.e., when the over-provisioned space is saturated). We make two observations when the periodic forced writeback interval is 30 minutes (1800 seconds). First, Binary Star triggers 20% additional NVRAM writes, compared to the 3D DRAM+PCM configuration (Figure 11 (c)). This leads to an 8.4% NVRAM lifetime reduction compared with the baseline wear leveling mechanism [94]. As the baseline wear leveling mechanism already offers 10× NVRAM lifetime improvement on native NVRAM without wear leveling, our design provides 9.2x better lifetime than native NVRAM, and our coordinated wear leveling mechanism has minimal impact on...
NV Ram lifetime. Second, using 3D DRAM as LLC significantly prolongs the lifetime, because it reduces writes to NV Ram by 90.1% in the NV Ram baseline and 87.8% in Binary Star, respectively.

**Capacity.** One disadvantage of consistent cache writeback on NV Ram is that Binary Star gradually consumes more space over time because the consistent cache writeback triggered block remapping consumes free blocks and holds consistent blocks. To free up space for incoming remapping operations, periodic forced writeback releases space for previous checkpointed consistent data (as discussed in Section 4.2). For the above experiments, we guarantee that all the workloads have sufficient memory space while keeping 10% of the NV Ram space for wear leveling.

Overall, the periodic forced writeback interval length causes a trade off between performance, reliability, NV Ram endurance and the effective NV Ram capacity. In this work, we choose 30 minutes (1800s) as the interval, such that periodic forced writeback only incurs less than 1% average throughput loss, with only a $10^{-9}$ chance of rollback and 5 to 7.5 FIT per Gb of NV Ram.

### 7 RELATED WORK

To our knowledge, Binary Star is the first memory hierarchy reliability scheme that coordinates the reliability mechanisms across the last-level cache and nonvolatile memory. In this section, we discuss related works that provide reliability to different components in the memory hierarchy.

**Optimizing DRAM main memory reliability.** Redundancy and ECC are commonly used to tackle DRAM errors. Redundancy is used to address hard errors by incorporating redundant rows and columns. Rows and columns with hard errors are remapped using the address decoder and/or the operating system page offlining policy [48, 55]. ECC can be used to recover both transient and hard errors using the parity data generated from the original data. Bose-Chaudhiri-Hocquenghem (BCH) codes can detect and correct errors [43]. CRC codes can only detect errors but provide no correction capability [39]. Single error correction, double error detection (SECD) is one of the most popular ECC codes used in ECC DRAM [75], which adds an additional DRAM chip in a DIMM to store parity bits [25]. Traditional ECC engines in ECC DRAMs are deployed in a memory controller – we refer to such reliability mechanisms as rank-level ECC, e.g., rank-level SECD [8]. Server memory systems can also adopt Chipkill to protect against both memory bit errors and chip errors [17, 22, 25]. One of the commercial Chipkill methods is Single Device Data Correction (SDDC) [22, 25], which remedies a single DRAM device failure using a combination of CRC and parity check codes. Several previous works address the storage overhead on traditional ECC [35, 55, 89].

Recent works employ in-DRAM ECC [8, 20, 33, 58], which integrates the ECC engine inside the DRAM chip. Existing LPDDR4 chips have in-DRAM ECC in them [64]. In-DRAM ECC requires changes inside a DRAM chip, introducing extra area, logic, and manufacturing costs.

**SRAM cache reliability.** Kim [36] proposes a design that uses error detection codes for clean cache lines and error correction codes for dirty cache lines. However, this requires flushing the entire cache every 4M cycles, which is unacceptable for a large 3D DRAM. Memory Mapped ECC (MME) [88] uses ECC codes to protect the dirty cache lines without periodic cache flush. However, MME stores error correction codes in main memory, which generates additional writes to NV Ram upon cache writeback. This is not desirable for NV Ram as writes reduce both NV Ram performance and endurance. ECC FIFO [87] stores error correction codes in a FIFO in main memory. However, ECC FIFO still requires cache flushes as frequently as [36].

**Coordinating reliability in heterogeneous architectures.** Gupta et al. [21] investigate the coordination of reliability in a system with heterogeneous main memory that consists of a 3D DRAM and a DIMM-based DRAM. The study focuses on the placement of hot data to improve system performance and reduce the energy consumption of reliability mechanisms in main memory. In contrast, Binary Star focuses on providing reliability by coordinating multiple reliability mechanisms across the memory hierarchy.

**Persistent memory.** Persistent memory combines a fast load/store based memory interface with data recovery support [12, 30, 38, 49, 59, 66, 70, 84, 92]. Though not explored in previous works, persistent memory may also be leveraged to recover data from memory errors via multiversioning (e.g., logging and copy-on-write) and write-order control (e.g., memory barriers and forced cache writebacks) [59, 61, 66]. However, these operations are costly. Instead, Binary Star maintains memory system reliability by borrowing only the notion of persistent data commits from persistent memory techniques. As such, Binary Star is orthogonal to previous proposals on persistent memory and can be combined with them to further improve the performance and reliability of persistent memory.

### 8 CONCLUSION

We propose Binary Star, the first coordinated memory hierarchy reliability scheme that achieves both high reliability and high performance with a 3D DRAM last-level cache and nonvolatile main memory. Binary Star coordinates 1) the reliability mechanisms between the last-level cache and main memory, leveraging consistent cache writeback and periodic forced writeback to the main memory to allow the elimination of ECC in the last-level cache, and 2) the wear leveling scheme in main memory with consistent cache writeback to significantly reduce the performance and storage overhead of consistent cache writeback. As a result, we can eliminate the error correction codes in the last-level cache, while achieving higher reliability than using costly sophisticated ECC mechanisms. Our work rethinks the reliability support in the memory hierarchy in light of the next-generation computing systems that may adopt two key new memory technologies, i.e., 3D DRAM caches and byte-addressable nonvolatile memories. We hopefully provide a critical step in reaping the full reliability advantages of these emerging technologies beyond simply replacing the existing memory technologies.
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